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After awakening in the front of an enemy base and having the Makron's memory wiped, Kane is captured by an alien race known as the Thelyds. They beam Kane up to a ship and put him in an isolation chamber. Kane is kept prisoner and his allies visit him to help convince him to
betray the Strogg. With Kane's help, the allies make another attempt to destroy the Nexus core and the Thelyds begin their invasions on the game's Earth. The allies launch a missile that damages the Tetranode, causing the core to shut down and emit strobe-like patterns
throughout the planet. After the allies are destroyed, the Thelyds learn of Kane's true intentions and destroy his ship in a hail of laser fire. Kane crashes on to Earth and gets up to find that his allies have been found and captured. Kane is forced to make a choice: be captured to
save his friends, or use a teleport to seek assistance. Kane decides to go to the military base, which proves to be a mistake, as a Strogg strike team attacks it and is supported by some Makrons. Kane flees the base and heads to the research facility. After assisting the Marines in
destroying the Makrons, Kane is teleported by the Marines to the core of the Nexus. There he finds the Strogg Brain being guarded by the Makrons. Kane heads to the nexus core and destroys it. Once it is destroyed, Kane is teleported back to the USS Hannibal. Kane finds that
much of the crew of the Hannibal has been captured by Thelyds and are being held in the bridge. [46] Kaine starts heading to the bridge and is shot by an alien soldier, but remains uninjured.
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In other releases, Quake 4's single player was distributed with a separate map called "Command" and a server was included that allows private matches. Most players prefer the version with the server, because it allows them to play at any time. [26] Map "Command", however, is
created by the game's designer Matt Rossi and offers a simpler and more compact experience. Instead of having an engine that can spawn large numbers of players on a single server, players here only have access to two teams of four players. Each team is sent to their

designated locations on the map every time a player connects to the server, and the objective is simple: Stay alive. Over the years several different ports of Quake 4 have been released for each platform. The original PC version was the first to be released, followed by ports for the
Dreamcast and PlayStation 2. The PC versions offer a DirectX 9.0 compatible mode, but the versions for the Dreamcast and PlayStation 2 are graphically sub-par. The Dreamcast version especially is especially limited, offering only two players with no map editor, editor to create
new maps, and only one level. [27] The PS2 port uses a modified version of the PC version's editor, and uses the two level editor that was included with Quake 4 Fortress, but this version lacks the DirectX 9.0 mode. Quake IV was released for the Xbox, Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3

in September 2010. None of the ports of Quake 4 have scoreboards, so it is not possible to rank players. Rankings are instead based on the amount of kills players have. 5ec8ef588b
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